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Harley Brown offers artists his "truths" for painting success--the stuff he hopes they teach 
in art school. A well-established artist, Brown has gained a large following with his frank, no-
nonsense approach to teaching art. Twelve knock-out chapters include: 
* What every artist should do first. Harley's own cheap and dirty way to start a painting
 * Composition--who needs it? See why most paintings are boring. And why a few will 
knock your socks off.
 * Working with color. Stay miles ahead of the person who skips this chapter!
 * Going on from here. Your greatest obstacle isn't skill...it's attitude.
 * Plus, 30 magic solutions to common problems, 15 things to leave out of a painting, 24 
painting sins and much more! 

Supplementing Brown's advice are more than 10 step-by-step painting demonstrations in 
oil and pastel. His unique offerings are sure to enlighten and entertain painters of all skill 
levels and backgrounds.

"The essence of what he has learned from about his thousands of students and the way 
they learn is contained in these pages. Recognized as one of the most accomplished 
artists in his field."This is the book I would have wanted to learn from. One of my colleagues 
remarked: "You've given out all the 'secrets,' you might just as well retire!" Another said: "This 
book would have saved me years of struggle." It's gratifying to know that my book has 
already made quite a difference with so many artists. It's all here for the taking.
Other Books
The Deerslayer Spiral, THE DEERSLAYER SPIRAL is a sexy legal thriller with a psychological 
twist. Ethan Compton is a handsome, ambitious law student with a beautiful, rich fiance, 
the daughter of the senior partner of a prestigious San Francisco law firm. He has left 
behind a tough early life to find himself with a promising legal career that could make all his 
dreams come true. Things change, however, when a young woman is shot to death in the 
alley behind the trendy Inner Temple Caf. Ethan must help defend the murder suspect. 
Soon he becomes trapped in a murder case wherein he must enter the world of a mind-
control expert who causes him to question his own sanity. A second murder rocks the city. 
Then, a third. As the killings escalate, Ethan suspects his work is being monitored and 
sabotaged. But by whom? Against his will, Ethan is led into a terrifying journey and must 
wrestle with memories from his brutal military career and his own mothers murder when he 
was a boy. With a shocking climax thats impossible to anticipate, The Deerslayer Spiral is a 
masterful exploration of high-stakes double-dealing with the legal establishment, the 
justice system and the government. You have never read anything like it.
�����. A hand-written note on the file on top: “Their names are Arturo Brimmler and  Harley 
Brown . Make sure you interview them today—immediately.” It's unusual to have only two 
filesfor new client interviews. Especially at 5p.m."
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